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Abstract 
A phenomenological model for transient NAPL dissolution, referred to as the "sphere" 
model, is developed. In this model, the mass-transfer coefficient and specific surface areas are 
quantified independently. The unique aspect of this work is the assumption that the complex 
distribution of NAPL blob shapes and sizes can be represented by a set of spheres with a range 
of diameters. The sphere diameter distributions are determined through the entrapment, poly- 
merization and characterization of styrene blobs in sandy media. Mass-transfer coefficients are 
estimated from experimental measurements of the dissolution of naphthalene emolaced as solid 
spheres within sandy media. 
The phenomenological model describing NAPL dissolution rates is incorporated into a 
solute transport equation and solved with a numerical simulator. Simulations show that the 
sphere model can be calibrated to experimental NAPL dissolution data from column studies 
presented previously. The inclusion of a range of sphere sizes resulted in a model which 
represents experimental data better than a model based on mono-size spheres. The sphere 
model also adequately predicts dissolution for NAPL's with a range of solubilities provided 
the NAPL blob size distributions can be adequately estimated. 
The primary limitation of the sphere model is the quantity of input data required to describe 
the distribution ofeffective sphere sizes. While these data requirements are extensive, the ability 
to define the NAPL blob distribution within the model makes the sphere model much more 
versatile for extrapolation to heterogeneous systems than other available dissolution models. 
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Notation 
List of symbols used in this paper 
Symbol Description Dimension 
ao specific surface area [L -I ] 
C, equilibrium concentration [M L- 3] 
C aqueous-phase concentration [M L- 3] 
d diameter [L] 
Dh hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L 2 T- i] 
Dr. free liquid diffusivity in water [L 2 T -I] 
f, mass fraction retained on a sieve (-) 
F calibration parameter (-)  
k r mass-transfer coefficient [L T -t ] 
/c lumped mass-transfer coefficient [T -I ] 
L length of column [L] 
i,. characteristic length [L] 
m mass [M] 
N number (-) 
q superficial aqueous-phase velocity [L T-t] 
s phase saturation (-) 
S source of solute [M T -I L -3] 
U, uniformity index (-) 
V volume [L 3] 
x distance [L] 
fit correlation exponent for Re (-) 
e porosity (-) 
6 normalized diameter (-) 
# viscosity [M L-t T-t] 
p density [M L -3] 


























P&:let number (Pe = qL/E,L) 
Reynolds number (Re = qpwlc/tzw) 
Reynolds number (Re' = qpJc/[lt,.(c - 0,1)1) 
Schmidt number (Sc = Pw/DLpw) 
Sherwood number (Sh = ktlc/DL) 
Sherwood number (Sh' = fcd~/DL) 
normalized concentration (X = C/Cs) 
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N o t a t i o n  (continued) 
dimens ion less  dis tance (~ = x/L) 
dimens ion less  t ime ( r  = qt/L) 
dimens ionless  specific surface area  (or = aoL) 
I. Introduction 
Many of U.S.A.'s most persistent groundwater contamination problems involve 
the presence of nonaqueous-phase liquids (NAPL's) (Feenstra and Coburn, 1986; 
Mackay and Cherry, 1989; Mercer and Cohen, 1990). The use of pump-and-treat 
remediation techniques at such NAPL-contaminated sites has not been proven an 
effective means of removing entrapped organic liquid, which functions as a source of 
contamination to flowing groundwater (Keely, 1989). Over time, the rate of removal 
of the organic contaminants tends to decrease substantially, and concentrations of 
contaminants in the groundwater are often observed to rise after pumping has 
ceased (Cherry et al., 1990). One explanation for these observations is rate-limited 
exchange of mass between the entrapped organic liquid and aqueous phases (Abriola, 
1989). 
The potential significance of mass-transfer rate limitations on the efficiency of 
groundwater remediation in the presence of NAPL's has been explored by a number 
of researchers (Hunt et al., 1988; Powers et al., 1991; Borden and Kao, 1992; Johnson 
and Pankow, ! 992). Powers et al. (199 ! ) conducted a theoretical assessment of NAPL 
dissolution rates and showed that, over the period of time required for remediation, 
concentrations of an organic species downgradient of a NAPL spill site would tend to 
decrease as the volume of NAPL is reduced. Such behavior would result in aquifer 
remediation times significantly greater than those predicted by equilibrium con- 
siderations. The potential importance of rate-limited NAPL dissolution is also 
supported by a number of laboratory column investigations (e.g., Powers et al., 
1992, 1994; GeUer and Hunt, 1993; imhoff et al., 1994). These studies show that, at 
the laboratory-scale, the interphase exchange of soluble species is a rate-limited 
process for coarse or graded media at high aqueous-phase velocities, or after 
extended periods of time when the interfacial area is substantially reduced. Studies 
of larger-scale systems have shown that the pools of NAPL which accumulate on top 
of capillary barriers also result in rate-limited NAPL dissolution (Anderson et al., 
1992). 
Innovative technologies for aquifer remediation such as surfactant flushing 
and soil venting also rely on interphase mass-transfer mechanisms. Limited 
laboratory investigations of these processes suggest that rate-limited mass 
transfer will occur under many conditions In surfactant flushing experiments, 
effluent concentrations from columns containing a pool of NAPL (Fountain et al., 
1991) or residual NAPL blobs (Pennell et al., 1993) have been observed at con- 
centrations much lower than the equilibrium concentration of the organic species. 
Pennell et al. (1993) report that mass-transfer coefficients determined for surfactant 
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flushing experiments are significantly less than those observed in water-NAPL 
systerr.s. 
Due to the potential significance of mass-transfer rate limitations for processes 
designed to reduce entrapped NAPL saturations in the subsurface, phenomeno- 
logical models quantifying these rates will be required to permit adequate evaluation 
of these technologies. In this paper, a phenomenologicai model for NAPL-water 
interphase mass transfer is developed and applied to data from one-dimensional 
NAPL dissolution column experiments. This model is based on a linear-driving- 
force mass-transfer relationship, and utilizes independent meas, res of mass-transfer 
coefficients and the NAPL-water  interracial area. 
2. Background 
2.1. NAPL migration and entrapment 
Migration of NAPL's in subsurface systems is a complex process. Upon intro- 
duction to the subsurface, NAPL's tend to migrate downward through the vadose 
zone due to gravitational forces. If the NAPL is less dense than water (e.g., most 
petroleum hydrocarbons), it will spread laterally in the capillary fringe upon reaching 
the water table, creating a lens of high NAPL saturation (van Dam, 1967). Such light 
NAPL's may subsequently become entrapped in the saturated zone due to water-table 
fluctuations. In contrast, NAPL's which are heavier than water (e.g., mos~ 
chlorinated solvents), will spread laterally through the capillary fringe until the 
entry pressure of the water-saturated medium is overcome (Cohen et al., 1993). 
With sufficient head, the NAPL will enter and migrate downward into the 
saturated zone (van Dam, 1967, Schwille, 1988). Interracial forces acting between 
the water phase and the NAPL will cause "blobs" or "ganglia" of the organic 
phase to be retained within the saturated zone. Entrapment of the organic 
phase as discrete blobs is controlled by a complex interaction of soil and fluid 
characteristics. 
The entrapment process and resulting general shape of NAPL blobs will be con- 
trolled by capillary phenomena. Entrapped blobs of a nonwetting fluid, typically the 
NAPL, have concave interfaces and are formed within a single pore or several 
adjacent pore bodies (Schwille, 1988). Accordingly, the nonwetting phase enters 
large pores preferentially during natural gravitational drainage. Blobs can become 
detached from the continuous organic fluid phase when capillary forces are suf- 
ficiently strong to overcome viscous and gravity or buoyancy forces (Wardlaw, 
1982: Mohanty et ai., 1987). 
The dimensionless capillary and Bond numbers describe the relative magnitudes of 
these forces (Morrow and Chatzis, 1981). The capillary number (Ca) is typically 
defined as (see the Notation for symbols used in this paper): 
Ca = ~wqia.w 
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where p~ is the viscosity of the aqueous phase; q is the superficial velocity; and anw is 
the interfacial tension between the aqueous and organic phases. This dimensionless 
number relates viscous forces associated with groundwater flow to interracial forces 
between the aqueous-phase and NAPL blobs. During waterflooding at low fluid 
velocities (Ca ~< 2.10-5), capillary forces dominate viscous forces, in this range, 
there is a weak inverse relationship between blob size and capillary number (Mayer 
and Miller, 1993). As the capillary number is increased, Ca > 2.10 -5, viscous forces 
become significant and the volume of entrapped NAPL decreases (Ng et al., 1978). 
The Bond number (Bn) is a ratio of buoyancy forces to capillary forces: 
Bn = ApgR 2/onw 
where Ap is the density difference between the fluids, g i~ the acceleration due to 
gravity; and R is a representative pore dimension, frequently taken as the grain 
diameter. The size of entrapped blobs decreases with increasing Bond number 
(Mayer and Miller, 1993). That is, smaller blobs, resulting in larger specific inter- 
facial areas, are expected as grain sizes or density differences decrease, or as interracial 
tension increases. 
Under conditions of relatively constant capillary and Bond numbers, the pore 
geometry is a critical parameter defining the distribution of residual NAPL blob 
sizes, in a soil with a high pore-body-to-throat size ratio (pore aspect ratio), NAPL 
tends to "snap-off" in individual pore bodies (Chatzis et ai., 1983; Mohanty et al., 
1987; Morrow et ai., 1988). Singlet blobs, which exist within one pore body and are 
formed by the snap-off mechanism, are the predominant type of blob in well-sorted 
unconsolidated sands (Larson et al., 1981; Conrad et ai., 1992). NAPL is trapped by a 
mechanism known as "bypassing" in regions with several adjacent large pore bodies 
connected by relatively large throats and surrounded by smaller throats, such as 
would be found in a lens of coarse sand within a finer sand (Morrow, 1971). The 
actual geometry of blobs generated by this mechanism in a real porous medium is very 
complex, often encompassing several adjacent pore bodies and throats (Chatzis et ai., 
1983; Schwille, 1988; Conrad et ai., 1992). Chatzis et ai. (1983) provide a thorough 
description of NAPL entrapment mechanisms. 
The actual distribution of NAPL blob sizes has been studied with the use of styrene 
which is solidified within the pore spaces (Morrow and Chatzis, 1981, Chatzis et al., 
1983; Conrad et ai., 1992, Mayer and Miller, 1992). This aromatic hydrocarbon is a 
reasonable choice for solidification because its fluid properties (interracial tension, 
density, viscosity) are similar to properties of NAPL's encountered at contaminated 
groundwater sites. After styrene is entrapped within a porous medium, it is subjected 
to conditions promoting polymerization reactions, resulting in the formation of solid 
polystyrene blob casts. Analysis of the solidified blobs is generally accomplished by 
categorizing them into sets of similarly sized blobs for analysis by computer-aided 
image techniques to determine blob size distributions. Chatzis et al. (1983) showed 
that a majority of blobs (,,~65%) produced in an unconsolidated, uniform-size dis- 
tribution sand pack occupied only one pore body, while -,~! 5% of the blob population 
were branched. The length and volume distribution of styrene blobs entrapped in 
three different uniform size fractions of glass beads were mea.~ured by Mayer and 
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Miller (1992). They found that the median blob length was correlated to the median 
glass bead size and that the distribution of blob sizes was much wider than the 
distribution of pore sizes in each of the media. 
2.2. NAPL dissolution 
Entrapped NAPL blobs may dissolve into groundwater, creating a long-term 
source of contamination. Because this entrapped organic phase is difficult to remove 
from the pore spaces by hydraulic forces (J.L. Wilson and Conrad, 1988), it is 
necessary to understand the phenomena controlling the dissolution process. Critical 
to the long-term dissolution process is the decrease in NAPL-water surface area over 
time as the volume of the entrapped NAPL is reduced through dissolution. Powers 
et al. (1994) showed that, as the NAPL blobs shrank, effluent solute concentrations 
from column dissolution experiments decreased to levels orders of magnitude less 
than equilibrium concentrations. These concentrations, however, exceeded drinking- 
water quality limits for a period of time much greater than would be predicted by 
equilibrium considerations. 
A number of mathematical models describing rate-limited NAPL dissolution from 
entrapped NAPL blobs have been proposed in the literature. These generally have the 
form of a linear-driving-force expression (e.g., Hunt et al., 1988; Miller et al., 1990; 
Powers et al., 1991). The flux of a species (0 between phases is approximated as the 
product of a mass-transfer coefficient (kr~) and the difference between its bulk 
aqueous-phase concentration (C~) and that concentration which would be in 
equilibrium with its concentration in the organic phase (Csi) (Weber, 1972). The 
total mass transferred is the product of this flux and the specific interfacial area 
across which mass transfer can occur: 
Si = knao(Csi - Ci) (l) 
where S~ is the solute mass transferred between phases per unit time and volume of the 
medium; and ao, the specific surface area, is the NAPL-water interracial area per unit 
volume of medium. Over time, the interphase flux may decrease as the mass-transfer 
coefficient, specific surface area, or equilibrium concentration decrease. These 
changes must be quantified in order to accurately model the transient NAPL dis- 
solution process. In single-component organic-phase systems, the specific surface area 
is the primary transient variable in the source term. The specific surface area can 
decrease by orders of magnitude as the organic solute is removed from the system and 
the volume of entrapped NAPL is reduced. 
Researchers who employed a linear-driving-force relationship as a basis for tran- 
sient NAPL dissolution models have typically used expressions for lumped mass- 
transfer coefficients ( k ) =  kr ao) so that the mass-transfer coefficient and specific 
surface area do not need to be determined independently (Miller et al., 1990; lmhoff 
et al., 1994; Powers et al., 1994). in these models, the volumetric fraction of NAPL 
was used in correlations for lumped mass-transfer coefficients as a surrogate indicator 
of the specific interracial area across which mass transfer can occur. 
Powers et al. (1994) showed that the relationship between decreasing volumetric 
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fraction and reduced mass-transfer rate depends on characteristics of the porous 
medium. This relationship was adequate for the prediction of the overall decrease 
in effluent solute concentrations from NAPL dissolution in one-dimensional sand 
columns. However, the predicted effluent concentration curves did not mimic the 
shape of the measured concentration curve. The variations in the shape of the con- 
centration-time profiles were attributed to the removal of various size fractions of 
entrapped blobs. 
Imhofl" et al. (1994) noted that the correlation between NAPL volumetric fraction 
and mass-transfer rate was not sufficient to describe the decreasing mass-transfer 
rates observed over time. Later analyses (Imhoff et al., 1993) suggested that 
variations in the relative permeability, and therefore the interstitial velocity, across 
the column resulted in increased channeling within the column as time progressed. 
The formation of "dissolution fingers" under these conditions created heterogeneous 
mass-transfer rates along the column length. 
The linear-driving-force mass-transfer model utilizing a lumped mass-transfer 
coefficient has been extended to incorporate the effects of solute diffusion through 
zones of immobile water (Robinson and Bedient, 199 !; Borden and Kao, 1992). This 
model, referred to as the "two-site model", assumes that a fraction of NAPL is in 
equilibrium with the aqueous phase; and the remaining portion, being trapped in 
inaccessible pores, is subject to rate-limited mass transfer as the organic species 
diffuse through the immobile water. Two parameters are required to define the over- 
all dissolution rate for this type of model, a lumped mass-transfer coefficient and the 
fraction of NAPL in equilibrium with the aqueous phase. In their studies, data from 
the leaching of gasoline entrapped in a sandy medium were used to calibrate the two- 
site model. Due to the very low mass fractions of many of the components in gasoline, 
it was assumed that the composition, but not specific surface area, changed over the 
course of the experiments. The parameters required for this model were determined 
by fitting the model to experimental data; no method of estimating these parameters 
from physical properties of the porous medium or NAPL properties are presently 
available. 
A variation of the two-site model has also been used to describe the retardation of 
solutes as they partition from the aqueous phase into immiscible NAPL blobs 
(Brusseau, 1992; Hatfield et al., 1993). Use of the two-site model in these applications 
also involved the assumption that phase compositions, but not interracial areas, 
change with time. Hatfield et al. (1993) considered rate-limited exchange of solutes 
between the aqueous and solid phase as well as the organic and aqueous phases, where 
the aqueous phase included both mobile and immobile water zones. By comparing 
this complex model to column dissolution data, it was concluded that the NAPL- 
mobile water interphase mass-transfer rates were the rate-limiting process in the 
medium-fine uniform sand column studied. Brusseau (1992)stated that the two- 
site model fits experimental data when rate parameters were determined from 
independent data sets. Two-site models have not been compared with data sets 
which involve time-dependent NAPL-water interracial areas. 
A third approach to the mathematical modeling of the transient proces: of NAPL 
dissolution from entrapped blobs involves the independent quantification of the 
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mass-transfer coefficient and specific surface area appearing in Eq. !. deZabala and 
Radke (1986), Hunt et al. (1988) and Powers et al. (1991) utilized this approach in 
theoretical evaluations of the significance of rate-limited dissolution processes. These 
researchers assumed an idealized geometry of NAPL blobs in order to estimate the 
specific surface area. Conclusions drawn from these assessments regarding the 
applicability of the local equilibrium assumption have been shown to be very sen- 
sitive to the assumed NAPL distribution (Hunt et al., 1988; Powers et al., 1991). 
deZabala and Radke (1986) assumed that blobs were distributed as very tiny spheres 
(0.001 cm), and concluded that mass-transfer processes were not rate limited. Hunt 
et al. (1988)considered NAPL globules distributed as spheres with diameters ranging 
from 0. l to 1000 cm, and concluded that rate-limited mass transport would bc very 
significant for the larger globule sizes. Mass-transfer coefficients for these studies were 
generally estimated from correlations developed for the dissolution of packed beds of 
naphthalene spheres (e.g., E.J. Wilson and Geankoplis, 1966), even 1hough the 
hydrodynamics in such a system would be expected to differ from the flow of water 
around sand grains and amorphous NAPL blobs. 
In an analysis of a set of one-dimensional NAPL dissolution experiments, Geller 
and Hunt (1993) assumed that NAPL blobs could be modeled as a set of mono-sized 
spheres. Mass-transfer coefficients calculated from the E.J. Wilson and Geankoplis 
(1966) correlation, ere assumed to be appropriate. The initial diameter of the NAPL 
spheres was used to calibrate the model. Initial diameters were found to range 
from 3.5 to 10 times the glass-bead diameter used as a porous medium, it was noted 
that this range was within the range of blob sizes determined by the analysis of 
polystyrene blob distributions (Chatzis et al., 1983). The calibrated model provided 
a very good representation of the column effluent concentrations over th~ 
approximate range of 0.35 < C/Cs < 0.01. Concentration data were not piuL!ed 
on a log scale so it was difficult to assess the adequacy of this mo~el at low 
concentrations. 
Although the sphere model presented by Geller and Hunt (1993) was adequate for 
the data used in its development, it did not account for the range of blob sizes which 
are entrapped within porous media of environmental significance. Conrad et al. 
(1992) hypothesized that this distribution of blob sizes would affect NAPL dis- 
solution rates. Powers et al. (1992, 1994) showed that this is indeed the case; both 
steady-state and transient NAPL dissolution rates measured in one-dimensional 
columns were dependent on NAPL blob distributions. The net mass-transfer rates 
were observed to be slower for the large or branched ganglia entrapped in coarse or 
graded sands, respectively, due to the decreased surface area. 
in this paper, an experimentally-based phenomenological model for transient 
NAPL dissolution is developed. This model attempts to account for the complex 
distribution of NAPL blobs entrapped within the saturated zone. It extends the 
geometrical modeling approach discussed above by assuming that the entrapped 
NAPL can be better represented by a range of spherical blob sizes rather than 
mono-sized spheres. To develop a phenomenological model, experimental data are 
required for independent characterization of the NAPL-water specific surface area 
and mass-transfer coefficients appearing in Eq. l. In the proposed model, the specific 
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Table ! 
Experimental variables for naphthalene dissolution experiments 
Experimental variable Symbol Range of values 
Superficial aqueous-phase velocity (m day -I ) 
Naphthalene volumetric fraction (-) 
Naphthalene sphere diameter (cm) 
Median sand grain diameter (cm) 
q 0.17-17 
o. o.o!5-o.o8s 
ds 0.22 -0.49 
ds01 0.045-0.17 
surface area is approximated by treating entrapped NAPL blobs as a set of spheres 
with a range of diameters. Diameter distributions are determined through the entrap- 
ment, polymerization and characterization of styrene blobs in sandy media. Mass- 
transfer coefficients for this model are estimated from experimental measurements of 
the dissolution of naphthalene when emplaced as solid spheres within a sandy 
medium. One-dimensional column experiments, described by Powers et al. (1994), 
were conducted to measure the effluent concentrations of styrene or trichloroethylene 
(TCE) over time as the entrapped NAPL dissolved. These data are used to calibrate 
and verify the phenomenological model. 
3. Experimental methods 
3.1. Naphthalene sphere dissolution 
To estimate mass-transfer coefficients, a set of controlled specific surface area 
dissolution experiments were undertaken. The use of solid naphthalene spheres as 
the dissolving organic phase emplaced within a sandy medium allowed the quantifi- 
cation of mass-transfer coefficients in a system with known interracial area. Porous 
medium characteristics, aqueous-phase velocity, bed length, naphthalene volumetric 
fraction and sphere diameter were varied in this set of experiments (Table !). The 
hydrodynamics of this naphthalene-sand system were assumed to be more similar to 
those of water flow through sandy media containing entrapped NAPL than the 
hydrodynamics of a uniformly packed bed of large dissolving spheres. The latter 
system was the basis for available mass-transfer correlations such as that developed 
by E.J. Wilson and Geankoplis (1966). 
The experimental design required the production of naphthalene spheres with a 
range of diameters. Reagent-grade crystalline naphthalene (Fischer Scientific '°' ) was 
melted (110°C) and formed into spheres by dropping the molten chemical from a 
capillary pipette through a 40-cm tall water column with a temperature decrease (85 '~ 
to 10°C) over its length. The hot water at the top of the column allowed the molten 
naphthalene to assume a spherical shape as it slowly dropped through the water. The 
spheres solidified as they settled through the colder water at the bottom of the 
column. The solid spheres were gently sieved to segregate them into sets of equal 
size. Three different sets of spheres were produced with diameters ra,~,;ng from 0.22 
to 0.49 cm. Spheres smaller than this were not used because they sublimated rapidly, 
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Table 2 
Sand grain-size cheracterist! :,s 
Sa~,d t ~  dso. U, ~ 
(cm) 
Wagner 050 0.045 i.45 
Ottawa 0.071 1.21 
Wagner #18 O. 120 I. 19 
Wagner 014 0.170 1.21 
Wagner Mix #1 0.080 2.42 
aUniformity index is a measure of grain-size distribution (Ui = d6o/dto). 
resulting in a variable surface area. A representative sample of each size fraction was 
weighed and counted. The naphthalene surface area was then calculated assuming 
that perfectly spherical shapes were produced. 
Two general types of soils were employed in all experiments: Ottawa sand, a uni- 
form (0.058-0.084 cm; #20-#30 mesh) silica sand purchased from Fisher Scientific®; 
and Wagner soil, collected frem a gravel pit in Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A. The 
Wagner soil is typical of aquifec materials in the Michigan area, which are pre- 
dominantly of glacial origin. The Wagner soil was sieved into uniform size fractions 
and washed with deionized water prior to use. All size fractions were comprised of 
very angular grains, representing a wide range of mineral components. Fractions 
retained on the #14 (0.14-0.20 cm), #18 (0.1-0.14 cm) and #50 (0.03-0.06 cm) sieves 
were used as uniform sand isolates. A mixture of the sieved sand fractions was also 
used (Wagner Mix #1). The grain-size distributions of these media are characterized 
in Table 2 by their median grain size (ds0) and uniformity index ( U i -  d6o/dto) 
(Driscoll, 1986). Here, d.,, is the diameter of the particles which have xx% of the 
particles, by weight, smaller than this size. 
The stainless-steel and glass columns described in Powers et al. (1992) were used for 
naphthalene sphere dissolution experiments. During column packing, a known mass 
of spheres was distributed throughout the column, as dry sand was added under 
vibration. The emplaced volumetric fraction of naphthalene was calculated from 
the density of naphthalene and the column volume. De-aired water was pumped 
through the column to dissolve any entrapped air. Because naphthalene has a very 
low solubility (30 mg L-~; Verschueren, 1983), an insignificant amount of naphtha- 
lene was removed from the column during this procedure. Water was then pumped 
through the column at a constant rate and effluent samples were collected under 
steady-state conditions. An average of seven aqueous-phase velocities were used for 
each experiment. Eighteen column experiments were conducted, generating a total of 
128 data points for use in the mathematical model development. 
Concentration measurements from aqueous-phase effluent samples were used to 
compute mass-transfer coefficients. Effluent samples were collected in 2-mL head- 
space-free serum vials and immediately capped with Teflon®-lined aluminum crimp 
caps. Triplicate samples were collected and analyzed for each velocity during the 
steady-state period. Samples were analyzed by high-pressure liquid chromatography 
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(HPLC) to determine naphthalene solute concentrations. The HPLC system con- 
sisted of a Waters ® M45 solvent pump, Waters ~ Lambda Max variable-wave-length 
UV spectrophotometer (Model 480) and Hewlett-Packard ''~ 3390A plotter integrator. 
A 70% methanol-30% water mobile phase and a detector ~ave length of 254 nm 
were employed. 
3.2. NAPL dissolution experiments. 
NAPL dissolution experiments were conducted to generate data for model 
calibration and verification. The procedures used and results obtained are described 
in detail by Powers et al. (1994) and are briefly summarized here. 
Two organic phases, styrene (Aldrich Chemical ~!~) and TCE (Fischer Scientific ~~) 
were employed in the column dissolution experimeats. A hydrophobic dye, Oil-Red- 
O ~ (Fischer Scientific°~), was added to both NAPL's (0.5 g L -I) so that flow and 
distribution patterns within the column could be qualitatively observed. Porous 
media employed for this set of experiments were identical to those described for the 
naphthalene dissolution experiments (Table 2). 
NAPL dissolution rates were measured in custom-designed and -manufactured 
one-dimensional soil columns (5.5 cm diameter x 3-4 cm long) as described by 
Powers et al. (1992). After saturating the sand with de-aired water, a series of 
immiscible displacements was used to obtain a relatively uniform distribution of 
entrapped NAPL blobs throughout the column. Water was then pumped through 
the column at a constant velocity and effluent samples were collected over an extended 
period of time (2-6 days). These sampies were dilated in methanol and analyzed with 
the HPLC equipment described above to determine aqueous-phase concentrations of 
the organic species. 
3.3. Characterization of NAPL distribution 
Styrene polymerization techniques were used to characterize the NAPL blob size 
distributions. The procedure described above for the entrapment of styrene by 
immiscible displacement of the fluid phases was used to obtain a residual saturation 
of entrapped.NAPL throughout the column. The columns were then subjected to high 
temperatffres (80°C) and pressures (5.5 bar) for ,,~ 48 h, during which time the styrene 
was completely polymerized. Visual observation of the s~md-polystyrene mixture as 
it was removed from the column indicated that the polystyrene blobs were distributed 
throughout the column in a relatively uniform ',manner. Separation of the polystyrene 
blobs from the sand was subsequently accomplished in several steps. Large multi- 
pore space blobs of polystyrene encompassing many sand grains were separated 
by sieving through a coarse (0.1-0.2 cm) screen. Singlet globules were separated 
gravimetrically in a 50% solution of potassium bicarbonate having a density 
(I.5 gcm -3) in,,ermediate between sand grains and singlets. Sand grains enmeshed 
within NAPL blobs were dissolved in sequential baths of sulfuric acid, 
hydrofluoric acid, hydrochloric acid and a 30% hydrogen peroxide solution. 
Separated polystyrene blobs were sorted into fractions of similar size by 
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careful hand-sieving. Each size fraction was weighed and a representative mass of 
blobs counted to determine the number and mass distribution of blobs. 
Because styrene shrinks by as much as 17% upon polymerization (Boundy 
et al., 1965), the solid polystyrene blobs were slightly smaller than their liquid 
counterparts. 
4. Experimental results and analyses 
4.1. Naphthalene sphere dissolution 
Results of naphthalene dissolution experiments consisted of effluent naphthalene 
concentrations for a range of experimental conditions. These data were used to 
develop a correlation expression for the mass-transfer coefficients as a function of 
system parameters. First, mass-transfer coefficients, kr, were calculated from column 
effluent data by employing a solution of the steady-state solute transport equation. 
For this type of system, it has been shown that dispersion has negligible impact on 
calculated mass-transfer coefficients (Wakao and Funazkri, 1978). Assuming that 
dispersion can be neglected, the steady-state transport equation may be written as: 
dC 
q ' ~ x  -- k f a ° ( C s  - C) (2) 
where q is the superficial aqueous-phase velocity; Cs is the solubility of naphthalene in 
water; and x is the length along the column. Subject to a first-type boundary condition 
at the column inlet (C = 0 at x = 0), this equation can be solved and rearranged to 
yield an expression for the mass-transfer coefficient, kr: 
kf = q In(! - C/Cs) (3) 
aoL 
Here L is the column length; C is the effluent concentration; and ao, the specific 
surface area, is computed from the spherical geometry of the emplaced organic 
phase, ao = On (6/ds), where ds is the diameter and 0n is the volumetric fraction of 
the naphthalene spheres. 
Mass-transfer coeffic!ents computed from Eq. 3 were then incorporated into a 
dimensionless Sherwood number. This number, defined as: 
Sh = krlc/ DL 
where Ic is a characteristic length; and DL is the free liquid diffusivity of the solute, 
relates the resistances due to interphase mass transport to those of molecular diffusion 
(Welty et al., 1969). A correlation was sought which would relate the Sherwood 
number to dimensionless groups describing independent system parameters. An 
extensive number of Sherwood number correlations for dissolution in packed beds 
have appeared in the chemical engineering literature (e.g., Treybal, 1980). In these 
correlations, dimensional analysis has lead to the incorporation of independent 
variables, including characteristic length, aqueous-phase velocity, fluid density (p) 
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and viscosity (#) and solute-free liquid diffusivity, into dimensionless Reynolds and 
Schmidt numbers. Here, the Reynolds number, 
Re = qv,Jd  
is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces, and the Schmidt number, 
SC -"/.~w/(DLPw) 
is a ratio of viscous to molecular diffusional forces. In order to account for changes in 
pore-water velocity as NAPL mass is removed from the system, Reynolds numbers 
based on both superficial aqueous-phase velocities (Re) and interstitial velocities: 
Re' = qPwlc/[IZw(e - 0n)] 
where c is the porosity, were considered in ihe development of Sherwood number 
correlations in the present study. Two alternative characteristic lengths were used for 
the Reynolds and Sherwood numbers: the median sand grain diameter and the 
naphthalene sphere diameter. The Schmidt number was not varied in this set of 
experiments and, thus, could not be directly incorporated into the Sherwood number 
correlation. 
The complex geometry of the entrapped NAPL blobs could also affect aqueous- 
phase hydrodynamics in the sandy media and lead to a dependence of the organic- 
phase dissolution rate on blob geometry. Thus, additional dimensionless groups were 
also considered in the development of the Sherwood number correlation. These 
included the volumetric fraction of the organic phase and a ratio of the sphere 
diameter to the median grain diameter (ds/d5%). The absolute size of the sand 
grain and naphthalene sphere diameters were also considered by normalizing these 
to a "medium" sand grain diameter (rim = 0.05 cm), as defined by the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture (Driscoll, 1986). The normalized median grain diameter is given 
as/Sg = d~og/dM and the normalized naphthalene sphere diameter as bs = ds/dM. It 
was assumed that correlations of the form: 
/,/ 
Sh = 3'Re ~' 1-I(Pi) ~' (4a) 
i=2 
o r  
n 
Sh = ]-I(P,) ' (4b) 
i=2 
would be appropriate for this mass-transfer process. Here, the P:s are an unknown 
subset of the independent dimensionless variables mentioned above: and 3' and/3i are 
parameters to be determined. Due to the exclusion of the Schmidt number, cor- 
relations of this form are limited to dissolution of compounds with Schmidt numbers 
similar to that of naphthalene (Sc = 1250). 
A stepwise regression technique (Walpole and Myers, 1989) was used to sys- 
tematically determine the best combination of independent parameters for inclusion 
in the correlation to express the Sherwood numbers for the naphthalene dissolution 
experiments. This procedure involves the stepwise addition of parameters to the 
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Table 3 
Correlations developed for naphthalene dissolution experiments 
Equation Sh = "yRe °' Coefficient of 95% Confidence 95% Confidence 
No. determination, R 2 interval for "y interval for ~t 
5a Sh = 77.6Re °6ss 0.86 + 1.2 ~'-0.052 
5b Sh = 36.8Re ~6s4 0.85 + I.I ~-0.052 
model in an order based on the values of the regression coefficients of the individual 
parameters. After addition of each parameter, the value of the additional parameter is 
assessed and the continued value of previously added parameters is ensured. The 
coefficient of multiple determination (R 2} is used to assess the added value of the 
additional component, while a t-test is used to ensure that each of the parameters in 
the model have statistical significance. The best-fit model was defined as that com- 
bination of parameters which maximized the R 2 statistic, while minimizing the 
standard error of the estimate and ensuring that the t-statistic for each coefficient 
was greater than critical values of the two-sided t-distribution for a statistical signifi- 
cance level of a = 0.01. For each definition of the Reynolds number, this process was 
repeated twice, once utilizing the medi~.n sand grain diameter as the characteristic 
length, and once with the sphere diameter as the characteristic length. Results of the 
regression analysis indicated that models based on median sand grain diameter as the 
characteristic length were superior to those based on sphere diameters. "Superior" 
here implies higher R 2 statistics and lower values of the standard error of the estimate. 
It was also determined that the Sherwood numbers were not correlated to the volu- 
metric fraction nor to the ratio of sphere to grain sizes. There was a weak correlation 
between the Sherwood number and either the normalized median grain diameter or 
sphere size. However, an increase in the R 2 statistic with the addition of any 
parameter would be anticipated and thus, these weak correlations were not con- 
sidered statistically significant. 
The correlation expressions for the naphthalene dissolution experiments which 
were generated from the stepwise multiple regression analysis are presented in 
Table 3: 
Sh = 77.6Re °'65s (5a) 
Sh = 36.8Re ~6s4 (5b) 
Note that there is virtually no statistical difference between the correlation based 
upon superficial velocity (Eq. 5a) and the correlation based upon interstitial velocity 
(Eq. 5b). Fig. I is a plot of the experimental Sherwood numbers for naphthalene 
sphere dissolution vs. Reynolds number. The solid line represents the correlation 
given by Eq. 5a. 
The developed correlations (Eqs. 5a and 5b) can be compared with others presented 
in the literature for a wide range of engineered systems (Table 4). These published 
correlations differ due to variability in the characteristics of the system of interest and 
in the methods used to calculate mass-transfer coefficients from experimental data. 
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Fig. I. Results from naphthalene sphere dissolution experiments compared with Sherwood numbers 
estimated from Eq. 5a. 
Fig. 2 illustrates that Sherwood numbers predicted by several correlations which 
could be considered analogous to the dissolution of NAPL's entrapped within por- 
ous media vary over orders of magnitude. Some of this variation has been attributed 
to:  
Table 4 
Relationships between Sherwood number and Reynolds number 





Solid spheres, low Re 
Spheres emplaced in sand 
Dense packings, fine media 




0.50 Re > 5 Ranz (1952) 
0.33 Re.Sc > 1 0 0 0  Friedlander (1957) 
0.33 0.0016 < Re < 55 
0.28 Re < 10 
0.66 0.001 < Re < 0.33 
1.00 0.01 < Re < 100 
0.69 Re > 55 
0.56 Re > 10 
0.60 3 < Re < 10,000 
i.50 0.65 < Re.Sc < 100 
0.61 0.01 < Re < 0.3 
0.75 0.0015 < Re < 0.03 
0.87 0.0006 < Re < 0.006 
E.J. Wilson and Geankoplis (1966) 
Dwivedi and Upadhyay (1977) 
this worl, 
Nelson and Galloway (1975) 
EJ. Wilson and Geankoplis (1966) 
Kumar et al. (1977) 
Wakao and Funazkri (1978) 
Pfannkuch (1984) 
Powers et al. ( 199 ! )b 
Miller et al. (1990) b 
lmhoffe! al. (1994, model 1) b 
aAs defined in Eq. 4a. 
bRelationship for modified Sherwood number (Sh' = 1~12/D~). 
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(I) reduced mass-transfer resistance in liquid-liquid systems in comparison with 
mass transfer from solid spheres due to internal circulation (Bowman et al., 1961); 
(2) the generation of two-dimensional systems due to axial diffusion in gas-phase, 
packed-bed systems (Wakao and Funazkri, 1978); 
(3) differences in the definition of the mass-transfer coefficient; both "effective" 
mass-transfer coefficients and local mass-transfer coefficients have been used 
(Fedkiw and Newman, 1978); and 
(4) the particle size of the porous medium; lower mass-transfer rates have been 
measured in fine media (Nelson and Galloway, 1975). 
Another way to compare these correlations is to consider the exponent of the 
Reynolds number (/3t). This exponent quantifies the relationship between the Sher- 
wood number and the Reynolds number. Table 4 summari,es the values of the/3t 
coefficient used in systems similar to the dissolution of NAPL blobs. Coefficients in 
this table include both theoretically derived and experimentally determined values, it 
can be noted that exponent values fit to the naphthalene sphere dissolution data 
(/31 - 0.66) are similar to those published for entrapped NAPL dissolution studies 
(13s = 0.61-1.5) and are consistently higher than those developed for the dissolution 
of packed beds of uniform-sized spheres at low velocities (/31- 0.28-0.33). The 
exponents determined in the present study are, however, consistent with the pub- 
lished ~3a-values for packed-bed systems at higher Reynolds numbers (j3t = 0.56- 
0.69). 
The large variability in Sherwood number magnitude and dependence on the 
Reynolds number among these correlations emphasizes the need for careful selection 
of a mass-transfer coefficient correlation based upon consideration of the similarity 
between the conditions and equations used for their development and those of the 
system under study. Correlations developed for the dissolution of packed beds con- 
taining relatively large (> 0.5 cm) dissolving spheres at low Reynolds numbers (e.g., 
Fig. 2. A comparison of Sherwood numbers calculated from several correlations for interphase mass- 
transfer processes [I = Pfannkuch (1984); 2--E.J. Wilson and Geankoplis (1966); 3 = this work (Eq. 5a); 
4= Ranz (1952); 5 = Wakao and Funazkd (1978); 6 = Nelson and Galloway (1975)]. 
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E.J. Wilson and Geankoplis, 1966) and correlations developed for the dissolution of 
single spheres suspended in a flowing fluid (Bowman et al., 1961) have been used to 
analyze NAPL blob dissolution processes in previous studies (Hunt et al., 1988; 
Powers et al., 1991; Geller and Hunt, 1993). The above discussion indicates, how- 
ever, that these systems are probably not analogous to NAPL dissolution scenarios 
and the use of such correlations may be inappropriate under some conditions. In the 
present study, the fit exponent in the correlation for naphthalene sphere dissolution is 
similar to exponents for NAPL dissolution presented in several other studies (Table 
4). Thus, it is probable that the hydrodynamics of the system considered herein are 
similar to those encountered in systems involving NAPL blob dissolution. 
4.2. Distribution of entrapped NAPL 
The distribution of NAPL blob sizes entrapped within a porous medium was 
determined by the entrapment, polymerization and characterization of styrene 
blobs in four different sandy media. The Ottawa, Wagner #18 and Wagner #50 
sands were comprised of uniform sand grain-size distributions, while the Wagner 
Mix #1 was comprised of a wider distribution of sizes (Table 3). NAPL blobs 
entrapped in these sands included a wide range of shapes and sizes. Smaller blobs 
occupying one pore space, "singlets", were spherical, while the larger ganglia were 
amorphous. Several of these were long cylindrical shapes while others had multiple 
"fingers" extended in many directions. Powers et al. (1992) present photographs 
illustrating the range of NAPL blob shapes and sizes entrapped in sandy media. 
Sieving the polystyrene blobs into separate size fractions enabled evaluation of the 
size distributions. Examples of the polystyrene blob number and mass frequency 
distributions for the uniform Wagner #50 and graded Wagner Mix #1 sands are 
presented in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. Distribution plots for other sands can be 
found in Powers (1992). Frequency distribution plots show that a greater number of 
blobs are entrapped as small blobs (singlets), with more mass typically distributed in 
the form of larger ganglia. The range of size distributions, however, depends upon the 
particular porous medium. The greatest difference between number and mass distri- 
butions occurred in the graded Wagner Mix #1 sand (Fig. 3b). A few large blobs 
entrapped in this sand account for nearly 30% of the total NAPL volume. Inspection 
of polymerized blobs suggested that the small singlets have much greater exposed 
surface area per unit volume than the very large and amorphous ganglia. 
in an effort to quantify the size distribution of NAPL blobs, an "effec:~ve" diameter 
was calculated for each sieved fraction of blobs. For this calculation, an effective 
sphere was defined as that sphere which has the same volume (V~) as the average 
blob in that sieve fraction: 
VJb : mJb 4 f dJb~ 3 (6) 
where d~, is the effective sphere diameter for blobs retained on sieve j: m~, is the mass of 
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Table 5 
Summary of effective blob diameters 
Sand type Mass distribution Number distribution 
(cm) (cm) 
Wagner #50 0.068 1.51 1.9 0.041 0.91 1.4 
Ottawa 0.088 !.24 2.2 0.058 0.82 3. ! 
Wagner #18 0.120 !.00 2.0 0.073 0.61 1.8 
Wagner Mix #1 0.135 1.69 2.9 0.060 0.75 3.3 
blobs retained; and N~ is the number of blobs retained. This equation expressing the 
volume of an effective sphere can then be solved for the effective diameter: 
• ( 3,,vb '/3 
d~ = 2 ~4~rps,yN~ ) (7) 
The use of the liquid styrene density in these equations reduces the error associated 
with measuring dimensions of the "shrunken" polystyrene blobs. Effective diameters 
for multi-pore-space blobs which incorporate sand grains in their structure were 
corrected by multiplying the blob volume (fight-hand side of Eq. 6) by the 
porosity. Statistics for the computed effective diameters are summarized in Table 5. 
Here, the median effective diameter (ds0b) and uniformity index (Uib--d~/dlob) 
based on blob number and mass distribution data are presented for each sand. 
Uniformity indices calculated from the number distributions are not reliable since, 
in several cases, > 10% of the total number of blobs were retained on the smallest 
sieve size employed to separate blobs. Therefore, it was difficult to quantify the 
fraction of blobs with effective diameters less than d~0b. The ratios of median 
effective sphere size and median sand grain size (ds0,) are also presented in this 
table to iilustrate the relative size of blobs with respect to the sand grain size. The 
following observations can be made based on the calculated effective sphere 
diameters: 
(1) The median effective sphere diameter, dS0b, increases (Wagner #50 
Ottawa < Wagner #18), with increasing grain size for uniform sands. These results 
support results of the recent work of Mayer and Miller (1992). 
(2) A comparison of blobs entrapped in sands with similar median grain sizes 
(Ottawa and Wagner Mix #1) indicates that the median effective diameter and the 
uniformity index of the blobs, as calculated from the mass distributions, increase with 
increasing gradation of sand grain sizes (Ottawa < Wagner Mix # I). However, since 
the number of larger blobs entrapped in the graded medium is insignificant with 
respect to the total number of blobs entrapped, the median effective diameter and 
uniformity index do not exhibit significant differences when based on blob number 
distributions. 
(3) Ratios of dsOb/dSo, based on the mass fraction distribution are t> i.0, indicating 
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Fig. 3. NAPL blob distributions from styrene polymenzation and characterization analyses For: (a) uniform 
Wagner #50 sand; and (b) graded Wagner Mix #1 sand. 
that most of the mass is entrapped in blobs which are larger than the sand grain size in 
all sands. 
(4) Ratios of dsob/~o~ based on the number fraction distribution are < 1.0 for all 
sands tested, indicating that the greatest number of blobs are smaller than the median 
grain size. 
From the above observations it can be inferred that, although most of the NAPL 
blobs exist as singlets in each water-wet sand, the distribution of larger blobs is highly 
dependent on porous medium type. Comparison of the largest blobs retained in the 
Ottawa vs. Wagner Mix #/shows that the graded sand retains much larger and more 
amorphous blobs than a uniform sand of comparable median grain size. 
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Powers et al. (1991, 1992) have illustrated that NAPL dissolution rates are very 
sensitive to the distribution of blob sizes within a porous medium. The data presented 
herein facilitate a more thorough analysis of the effect of blob distribution on dis- 
solution rate and the development of a more "fundamental" mass-transfer model 
than those "lumped-domain " models utilized by Miller et al. (1990), lmhoff et al. 
(1994), and Powers et al. (1994). 
5. NAPL dissolution model 
The experimental results presented above were utilized in the development of a 
mathematical model describing the transient NAPL dissolution phenomenon occur- 
ring as pure-phase NAPL blobs dissolve and shrink over time. The basis of this model 
is the hypothesis that NAPL dissolution can be modeled with a linear-driving-force 
mass-transfer model (Eq. I) by incorporating independently defined mass-transfer 
coefficients and specific surface areas. Mass-transfer coefficients were estimated from 
the correlation developed from naphthalene dissolution experiments (Eq. 5b), and the 
specific interfacial area was quantified by assuming that the NAPL blobs could be 
described by a set of spheres with a range of initial diameters. The data described by 
Powers et al. (1994) for the transient dissolution of styrene entrapped in one-dimen- 
sional columns were used to calibrate the model. Their transient TCE dissolution data 
sets were used to verify model predictions. 
Critical to the development of this model, hereafter referred to as the "sphere 
model", is the incorporation of the transient nature of the dissolution process. Dur- 
ing column flushing, NAPL blobs will shrink as mass is removed causing a reduction 
in interracial area and a decrease in interstitial velocities as the effective porosity 
increases. To incorporate this variability of the interstitial velocity into the model, 
the mass-transfer expression which treats the Sherwood number as a function of 
Reynolds number based on pore-water velocity (Eq. 5b) was employed. The initial 
specific surface area (ao) was calculated from a distribution ofeffective blob diameters 
(d l: 
ao= ~~=16fJrOn Fs (8) 
where n is the number of size fractions considered; f / i s  the mass fraction retained on 
sieve j; and/~ is a parameter to describe discrepancies between actual blob shape and 
the idealized sphere geometry and to account for the fact that only a fraction of 
surface area is exposed to mobile water. The porosity term in the denominator 
accounts for the incorporation of sand grains in the total volume of large, amor- 
phous blobs. Porosity was excluded from this expression for blobs expected to occupy 
one or two pore bodies. 
The mass-transfer coefficient correlation (5b) and expression for specific surface 
area (8) were incorporated into a numerical simulator, OANOUA, which was developed 
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to solve the solute transport equation with a linear-driving-force mass-transfer term 
(Eq. l) describing NAPL dissolution (Powers et al., 1991): 
O OC O (  OC) OC 
at  = Ox OwDh -~x - q-~x -t- kfao(C s - C) (9) 
where 0w is the aqueous-phase volumetric fraction; q is the superficial velocity; and D h 
is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient. This equation can be rewritten in a 
dimensionless form to show the relationship with variables in the Sherwood number 
correlations: 
OX 0 ( ! O_X_~ OX Sh 
0w ~-~r = ~'~ _Owpeo~ ] -~+  R~_Sc a( I - X) (10) 
where the independent variables are given as ~ = x/L and r = qt/L; the dependent 
variable becomes X = C/Cs; and the additional coefficients are the P~clet number 
(Pe = qL/Dh) and dimensionless surface area (a = aoL). 
In O^NOU^, this quasi-linear partial differential equation (9) is solved with a 
Galerkin finite-element method discretization of the spatial derivatives and a back- 
ward finite-difference approximation of the time derivative. NAPL saturations are 
recomputed after each time step, using a mass-balance equation for the organic phase. 
The other transient parameters, D h, 0w, ao and kf, are then computed with the 
updated NAPL saturations. The evaluation of these parameters is lagged one time 
step behind the computation of nodal concentrations. Detailed equations describing 
these calculations have been presented previously (Powers et al., 1991). 
5.1. Model application and calibration 
To evaluate the applicability of the model, the numerical code, GANGLIA, was used 
to simulate column effluent concentrations for a series of transient styrene dissolution 
experiments (Powers, 1992; Powers et ai., 1994). For these simulations, mass fractions 
and effective blab diameters for each size fraction (as shown in Fig. 3) were used to 
calculate the initial specific surface area (Eq. 8). The parameter F j appearing in Eq. 8 
was used to calibrate model predictions to the experimental data. Recall that this 
parameter represents the fraction of surface area exposed to mobile water and 
accounts for discrepancies between actual blab geometries and idealized sphere 
geometries. 
F-values were determined by the adjustment of this parameter to fit numerical 
simulations to experimental data. The best fit for the F-values was achieved with 
an iterative approach which employed the method of least squares to quantify the 
error in the logarithm of normalized concentrations between experimental data (expt) 
and model simulations (sim): 
(error) I ~ ' [ log(  i = - - 
n i= l  
iog(C/Cs)~irn] 2 (!1)  
Here n is the number of experimental data points. The logarithm of concentrations 
was employed so that discrepancies in concentrations would be weighted equally over 
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Fig. 4. Best-fit sphere model simulations of transient styrene dissolution data: (a) uniform Ottawa sand 
(q=9.1 m day-I; 0n = 0.049); and (b) graded Wagner Mix #1 sand (q = 8.2 m day-S; 0, -- 0.065,~. 
the three or four order of magnitude range in effluent concentrations. The value of F 
for each experimental data set was determined by selecting an initial estimate of this 
coefficient, running the GANGLIA code to simulate the effluent concentrations over 
time, and then calculating the differences between numerical simulations and experi- 
mental data. This procedure was repeated in an iterative fashion until an error 
minimum was determined to within a tolerance of F 4- 0.005. Values of F and cor- 
responding errors (Eq. ! !) for each of the transient experimental data sets are sum- 
marized in Table 6. To minimize the number of fitting parameters used in this model, 
it was assumed that one value of F would be appropriate for all NAPL blob size 
fractions. 
Statistical analysis of values of the best-fit F parameters for each of the transient 
styrene dissolution experiments indicated that, with the limited data available, there is 
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Table 6 
V,dues of F for sphere model 
23 
Sand Aqueous-phase velocity F fit to data sets Error a 
(m day-I) 
Wagner #50 3.5 0.63 +0.0073 
Ottawa 3.8 0.60 +0.0161 
Ottawa 9. ! 0.592 4-0.0014 
Ottawa (0.596) b 
Wagner #18 3.8 0.48 +0.0062 
Wagner Mix #1 3.7 0.94 ±0.0242 
Wagner Mix #1 8.2 0.675 +0.0135 
Wagner Mix #1 (0.81)b 
*Defined by Eq. il.  
bAverage F-value for each sand in parentheses. 
no significant correlation between this parameter and grain size, uniformity index or 
aqueous-phase velocity at an c~ = 0.01 level of statistical significance. 
In their work, Mayer and Miller (1992) employed a shape factor, ~, to describe the 
difference in the volume of polymerized styrene blob volumes to the volume of a 
.qphere with an equivalent effective length. Although this definition is slightly dif- 
ferent from that of the F factor used herein to describe discrepancies between actual 
blob geometry and ideal spherical shape, the two parameters can be compared. As 
observed in this study, May,x and Miller (1992) found little dependence of the shape 
factor on the median grain diameter. They confirm, however, that the shape factor 
changes with blob size within a uniform porous medium. Small blobs have a shape 
factor equal to I, indicating that they are spherical, while the shape factor of larger 
spheres decreases with increasing size to a minimum of ~b ~ 0.25. The range of 
calibrated F-values determined in this study (F = 0.48-0.94) is consistent with the 
analysis of Mayer and Miller (1992). 
Fig. 4a and b illustrates simulations of effluent concentrations from two of the 
styrene dissolution column experiments (Powers, 1992; Powers et al., 1994). Here, 
the effluent solute concentrations are plotted as normalized concentrations (C/Cs) 
and the "time" scale is represented as cumulative pore volumes of water pumped 
through the column. To avoid the complications of the transient water-filled pore 
volume, pore volumes shown in Fig. 4 are defined in terms of the total void volume of 
the column. The F-values determined through calibration (Table 6) were used to 
generate these simulatior, s. Sphere model simulations were able to describe trends 
in data over the period of time required to remove NAPL from column systems. 
Column effluent data from graded sands (Fig. 4b) exhibited characteristic 
curvature changes which may be interpreted as reflecting changes over time 
in the blob size dominating dissolution. Note that the sphere model also 
predicts these changes in slope as small blobs disappear Irom the system. The 
overall trend of the sphere model simulations are consistent with the data. 
However, the shapes of the predicted effluent concentration curves do not 
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Fig. 5. Sphere model predictions of transient TCE dissolution data: (a) uniform Wagner #18 sand 
(q = 3.8 m day-n; 0n = 0.050); and (b) graded Wagner Mix #1 sand (q = 7.4 m day-n; 0n = 0.050). 
precisely mimic those of the measured values. Using a range of F-values for 
different sphere sizes or changing the proportion of NAPL volume associated with 
each size fraction improved the moders ability to match the data. These changes 
were very subjective, however, and could not be justified with the limited data 
available. 
3.2. Model verification 
To explore the predictive capacity of the sphere model for similar column systems, 
average values of F obtained from the styrene dissolution calibration were used to 
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predict effluent concentrations for TCE dissolution experiments (Powers, 1992, 
Powers et al., !994). Two different averages of F-values were considered for the 
prediction of transient TCE dissolution data sets: an average value of F from 
calibration of all styrene dissolution experiments (F = 0.72) and an average value 
of F within each sand type (Table 6). Since mass and size distributions of effective 
spherical blobs are also required as input parameters, this model is only capable of 
predicting NAPL dissolution in sands for which a reasonable estimate of the initial 
NAPL dislribution is available. 
Comparison of model predictions to experimental data is illustrated in Fig. 5a and 
b. Using the calibrated F-value for the Wagner #18 styrene dissolution data set, the 
model was an excellent predictor of TCE dissolution from the coarse, uniform 
Wagner #18 sand (Fig. 5a). Powers (1992) shows that the model was also an excellent 
predictor of entrapped TCE dissolution from Ottawa sand. Prediction of effluent 
concentrations from experiments utilizing a graded sand (Wagner Mix #1) (Fig. 
5b) were not as good as predictions of dissolution from the uniform sands. The 
sphere model did not adequately reproduce the changes in slope of the data at 
appropriate points. In all cases, sphere model predictions based on average 
F-values for each sand were superior to those based on the overall average F-value 
( F =  0.72). 
in the present application, it was assumed that the NAPL blob distributions 
measured for styrene entrapped and polymerized in one column experiment would 
be appropriate for all experiments involving NAPL entrapped in that same medium. 
Observed discrepancies among calibrated F-values for a particular medium and 
between model predictions and experimental data suggest that there could be dif- 
ferences in the actual NAPL blob distributions. Mayer and Miller (1992) have shown 
that the required size of a representative elemental volume (REV) for multiphase 
processes is greater than that for other porous t,~edium characteristics, such as 
porosity. With the use of polystyrene distribution data, their analyses show that, in 
order to quantify residual saturations of NAPL entrapped in uniform porous media 
to within +1% of the true value, REV's on the order of 10-300 cm 3, depending on the 
grain size, are required. They extrapolate their findings to predict that even larger 
REV's would be required for porous media that are less uniform than the glass beads 
they employed. The column volumes that were used in the present study for averaging 
residual saturations and NAPL blob distributions ranged from 75 to 100 cm 3. Con- 
sistency in the F-values determined for dissolution from Ottawa sand and the quality 
of the predicted effluent concentrations for TCE dissolution from the Wagner #18 
sand suggest that the NAPL blob distributions determined for those sands were 
probably representative. For the graded Wagner Mix #i sand, however, there, were 
greater discrepancies among the calibrated F-values determined from separate experi- 
ments (Table 6) and greater error between model predictions and TCE effluent data 
(Fig. 5b). Based upon the above discussion, these di.Terences may be attributed, in 
part, to variations in NAPL blob distributions entrapped in this sand among the 
various experiments. Perhaps, larger column volumes, which are more closely 
representative of the appropriate REV size, would provide more accurate blob size 
distribution data for this graded medium. 
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6. Discussion 
The transient NAPL dissolution model developed herein has been shown to 
adequately simulate transient NAPL dissolution data for a range of sand types. As 
discussed previously, three alternative phenomenological models have also been 
utilized in the literature for transient entrapped NAPL blob-water mass-transfer 
processes: lumped-domain models (Miller et ai., 1990; imhoff et ai., 1994; Powers 
et al., 1994); single-sphere-size models (Geller and Hunt, 1993); and two-site models 
(Robinson and Bedient, 1991; Borden and Kao, 1992; Brusseau, 1992). The complex 
two-site model, however, may not be warranted for the sands considered herein. The 
conclusions of Hatfield et al. (1993) suggest that, in medium-coarse sandy soils, the 
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NAPL-mobile water dissolution rates represent the primary rate-limiting 
phenomenon. Therefore, for these experimental data, it is probable tha! with the 
two-site model, any improvement in the capability of this model to fit data would 
be the result of multiple fitting parameters, not an improvement in the conceptual 
model of phenomena. 
A comparison of the other models for NAPL-water interphase mass transfer can 
provide insight into the NAPL dissolution process. This evaluation can be made on 
several levels, including: ability to fit experimental data; ability to predict experimen- 
tal data; and availability of accurate input parameters. The numerical simulator, 
GANGLIA, was modified to incorporate these alternate models so that simulations of 
effluent concentrations from one-dimensional column systems could be compared. 
Model simulations were compared to data from the dissolution of ent.rapped styrene 
in the uniform Wagner #50 and the graded Wagner Mix #1 sands (Fig. 6). 
6.1. Single-sphere models 
The single-sphere size model used by Geller and Hunt (1993) was developed for 
NAPL dissolution in a porous medium comprised of uniform size glass beads, it is 
likely that NAPL blobs entrapped in such a medium may be well described by a 
uniform sphere size. Simulations presented in Fig. 6, however, demonstrate that in 
more a complex medium, this model does not adequately describe effluent data. The 
single-sphere size model adequately represents effluent concentrations from a 
medium-fine uniform sand (Fig. 6a) due to the relatively narrow range of blob 
sizes retained in this medium (Fig. 3a). The single-sphere size model is not, how- 
ever, representative of effluent concentrations from NAPL dissolution in a graded 
medium. The presence of a few large blobs in the graded medium (Fig. 3b) creates the 
S-shaped data curve (Fig. 6b) which is not mimicked by tile single-sphere model. It is 
anticipated that these discrepancies between the predictions of the single-sphere 
model and actual aqueous-phase concentrations would be magnified in a more 
heterogeneous soil system. 
The single-sphere size model simulations presented in Fig. 6 were calibrated in the 
manner described by Geller and Hunt (1993). That is, the F parameter was assumed to 
equal 1.0 and the initial sphere diameter was utilized as a calibration parameter. The 
calibrated effective blob diameters determined for this model (Wagner #50: db = 0.24 
cm; Wagner Mix #1: db = 0.60 cm), are significantly higher than the median 
diameters determined through the polystyrene blob size analysis (Wagner #50: 
ds0b = 0.07 cm; Wagner Mix #1: ds0~ = 0.14 cm). This may indicate that the larger 
blob sizes dominate the overall mass-transfer process. The ratios of calibrated 
"effective" sphere size to median sand grain size for the Wagner #50 
(db/d5% = 5.3) and the Wagner Mix #1 sand (db/d.% = 7.5) were both within the 
range of 3.5-10 found by Geller and Hunt (1993). 
Presently, data are insufficient for application of the single-sphere model to predict 
effluent concentrations from column experiments. Geller (1990) showed that this 
model is fairly sensitive to the value of the initial sphere diameter over a reasonable 
range ofestimates, but not as sensitive to the estimated residual saturation. Sensitivity 
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to sphere diameter was also illustrated by Powers et al. (199 I). A means of accurai.ely 
estimating this parameter is required in order to use the single-sphere model in a 
predictive mode. 
6.2. Lumped-domain models 
Lumped-domain models treat the dissolving NAPL as a "black box", that is, no 
knowledge of the actual distribution of NAPL blob size is required. These models 
employ lumped mass-transfer coefficients (/~ = kfao) and account for the reduction in 
mass-transfer rates over time by correlating modified Sherwood numbers to the 
volumetric fraction of NAPL. 
Powers et al. (1994) discuss the ability of their lumped-domain ("theta") model to 
fit the same transient styrene dissolution data employed in the prcsent v, ork. This 
model utilizes a correlation for a modified Sherwood number as a function of the 
system hydrodynamics, pore structure and volumetric fraction of NAPL: 
= DL ~8 (12) 
where On° is the initial volumetric fraction of NAPL in the system. This correlation 
was employed to estimate lumped mass-transfer coefficients at each time step and 
nodal location within the GANGUA simulator. The effect of porous medium properties 
on the size distribution of the entrapped NAPL is incorporated through the inclusion 
of the normalized median grain diameter and the uniformity index. Differences in the 
way the specific surface area change as blobs dissolve are incorporated by allowing 
the 34 coefficient to vary among media. Optimal vah:es of this coefficient were 
assessed in a manner analogous to the sphere modei calibration discussed above. A 
correlation equation was presented to estimate the ~34 calibration parameter in terms 
of the median grain size and uniformity index of the medium. Use of this correlation 
allows the theta model to be applied to similar sandy soils with known grain-size 
distributions. 
Examples of the quality of fit of the theta model to transient styrene dissolution 
data sets are presented in Fig. 6. Model simulations match overall trends in the data 
reasonably well, but the predicted concentration distributions were consistently more 
concave than experimental data from medium-fine uniform sands (Fig. 6a). How- 
ever, a comparison of errors (Eq. I I) between model simulations and experimental 
data calculated for the sphere and theta models indicated that these models had 
comparable abilities to fit transient styrene dissolution data (Powers, 1992). 
The theta model (Powers et ai., 1994) requires grain-size distribution parameters 
for the sandy media and an estimate of initial residual saturation throughout the 
domain. Grain-size parameters are easy to obtain from sieve analyses. The initial 
residual saturation is more difficult to accurately estimate. Powers et ai. (1994) 
illustrate that aqueous-phase eli]uent concentration profiles predicted by the theta 
model are highly sensitive to this parameter. 
The lumped-domain models presented by Miller et al. (1990) and imhoff ~:t al. 
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(1994) were developed for a limited range of porous medium characteristics and do 
not contain calibration parameters that allow them to be extrapolated to other similar 
media. This limits their use to porous media similar to those used for their 
development. 
6.3. Sphere model 
The results of the present work illustrate the applicability of the sphere model to the 
dissolution of NAPL's entrapped in sandy media. The potential limitation of this type 
of model, however, is the input data required. These data requirements are much 
great.er for the sphere model than for the theta or single-sphere models. A distribution 
of e~fective sphere diameters representative of the actual NAPL blob sizes is required. 
St.~ rene polymerization and blob characterization were conducted as part of this 
research work to define these parameters. While this procedure was effective for the 
sands considered, it is a very time-intensive procedure which reduces its feasibility 
as a method for parameter estimation. Thus, to support sphere model applications, 
additional research would have to be undertaken to develop methods for 
estimating a distribution of effective sphere diameters from easily measurable soil 
properties. 
The predictive capability of the sphere model is also limited by the need for 
accurate estimates of the F calibration parameter. For this work, it was determined 
that calibration of this parameter with transient styrene dissolution data from the 
same porous medium was an effective means of estimating the appropriate value of F 
for prediction of TCE dissolution data. However, no method was developed to 
estimate F for porous media other than those tested in this research. 
While data requirements for the sphere model may seem onerous, the independent 
assessment of mass-transfer coefficients and specific surface areas makes it more 
versatile than the other available models. The theta model, with its present procedure 
for estimating the calibration parameter (Powers et al., 1994)is limited to prediction 
of NAPL dissolution from laboratory scale, homogeneous sand columns. The 
calibrated model would not be appropriate for heterogeneous systems. The sphere 
model could, however, be extrapolated to heterogeneous systems if future research 
efforts lead to a better understanding of the pore-scale distribution of NAPL within 
heterogeneous porous media. The sphere modeling approach may also prove useful in 
the simulation of other remediation technologies, such as surfactant flushing. This 
would require, the development of a mass-transfer coefficient correlation applicable to 
surfaclant systems. 
7. Conclusions 
A phenomenological model for transient NAPL dissolution was developed, in this 
model, the mass-transfer coefficient and specific surface areas are quantified 
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independently. It is unique due to the assumption that the complex distribution of 
NAPL biob shapes and sizes can be represented by a set of spheres with a range of 
diameters. 
A correlation for mass-transfer coefficients was generated from naphthalene sphere 
dissolution data. This correlation was compared with a number of correlations that 
could be considered analogous to the NAPL dissolution system. Due to the large 
discrepancies among estimated mass-transfer coefficients, it was concluded that it is 
important to use a consistent definition of the mass-transfer coefficient and to employ 
correlations which were developed for systems with similar conditions to those of 
interest. The trend of high values of the ~ coefficient for naphthalene sphere and 
NAPL dissolution correlations at low Reynolds numbers suggests that the pore-scale 
hydrodynamics of these systems are similar, and that they differ from those in packed 
beds of large, uniform size spheres at low Reynolds numbers, it may be concluded 
from these trends that aqueous-phase velocities near the NAPL- water interface in 
porous media are probably higher than at comparable Reynolds numbers in beds 
packed with large spheres. 
Polystyrene biob distributions were used to estimate the NAPL-water specific 
surface area. Effective sphere diameters for each set of blobs were defined so that 
the sphere volume would equal the average blob volume. The distribution of effective 
diameters showed the same trends in relative size and size distribution as did the less 
quantitative comparison of blob sizes presented by Powers et al. (1992). 
Numerical simulations of effluent concentrations from transient styrene dissolution 
experiments previously presented by Powers et al. (1994) showed that the sphere 
model can be calibrated to experimental data. The inclusion of a range of sphere 
sizes resulted in a model which represents experimental data better than a model 
based on mono-size spheres. The significance of these differences was related to the 
type of porous medium considered; the single-sphere size model fit data from 
medium-fine sand adequately, but did not represent trends in effluent concentration 
data from a graded sand. This can be explained by the distribution of blob sizes in 
each of these media. The phenomenological model developed in the present work was 
capable of describing NAPL dissolution processes from media in which a wide range 
of blob sizes was entrapped. 
Given enough data for a system, the sphere model adequately predicts dissolution 
for NAPL's with a range of solubilities. This, however, requires quantification of the 
calibration factor, F, for the porous medium of interest. With the limited data avail- 
able in this work, the only method of estimating this parameter was by calibrating to 
existing dissolution data from the sand of interest. 
The primary limitation of the sphere model is the quantity ofinput data required to 
describe the distribution of effective sphere sizes. The styrene blob polymerization, 
separation and characterization methods employed herein are tedious and are not 
considered a feasible method of parameter estimation for more than a few samples. 
Wh~le these data requirements are extensive, the ability to define the NAPL blob 
distribution within the model makes the sphere model much more versatile for 
extrapolation to heterogeneous systems than any of the other available dissolution 
models. 
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